Excessive Attempt Lock v4.0.2
Excessive Attempt Lock enables an additional security layer to prevent hackers to
abuse your admin and customer logins by attempting many easy-to-guess passwords
consecutively.
This method is called as Brute forcing. This technique characterized by the attitude,
“try and try till you succeed”. It is one of the oldest methods of breaking into
something.
This technique can be used to attack the website from the admin login or from the
customer login. Here the Excessive Attempt Lock came into the force. It can disable an
admin user or the customer for a defined number of minutes.

Features
Admin can enable or disable the module.
Work for both admin and customer login.
Admin can set no. of attempts and disable time for both admin and the
customer.
Display unlock timer for both admin and customer over the login page.

Configuration
After the successful installation of the module, the admin can configure this module
under “Store > Configuration > Webkul > Excessive Attempt Lock”.

Excessive Attempt Lock Settings :
Active – Here the admin can choose between “Yes” to enable the module
or “No” to disable the module.
Admin Login Settings :
Login Attempts – The admin can define after how many logins attempts the login
will be disabled.
Disable Login Time in Minutes – The admin can define the disable time in
minutes of the user to log in.

Customer Login Settings :
Login Attempts – The admin can define after how many logins attempts the
login will be disabled.
Disable Login Time in Minutes – The admin can define the disable time in
minutes of the user to log in.
Note: The admin or the customer needs to enter the correct login id to enable their
account.

Admin View
If the admin user enters the wrong password more then allowed a number of attempts,
the user will be disabled. The user is not able to log in for the number of minutes
configured in the admin panel.

Once, the blocked time is over, the admin can see a message displaying that “You are
ready to login” as per below image:

Customer View
The customer will be disabled to log in over the site for the configured time. If the
customer enters the wrong password more then allowed a number of attempts.

Once, the blocked time is over, the customer can see a message displaying that “You
are ready to login” as per below image:

Thus, that’s all for Excessive Attempt Lock module. Still, have any issue please feel
free to add a ticket at https://webkul.uvdesk.com/

